Concert Artist

CA78 · CA98

Ebony Polish
Luxurious, elegant, classic – nothing says piano quite like the refined beauty of polished ebony. The evocative character of a silky-smooth, rich black cabinet elevates the musical instrument to the level of a piece of fine furniture, while simultaneously raising the artistic aspirations of the performer.

Kawai is proud to introduce the latest addition to the Concert Artist range of premium digital pianos – the luxurious CA78 and CA98 ebony polish. These stunning instruments retain the exceptional keyboard action and piano sound authenticity of the standard wood finish models, while offering purists a more sophisticated cabinet appearance.

As the flagship model of the series, the CA98 ebony polish features a single piece cabinet that is covered from top to bottom with a crystal-clear, almost mirror-like finish, courtesy of Kawai’s dedicated acoustic piano painting facility. Such close attention to detail is uncommon among digital instruments, and underscores the premium quality of the Concert Artist range.

However, the ebony polishes CA78 and CA98 are far more than just handsome additions to one’s living space; for inside their finely crafted, glowing black cabinets lies Kawai’s advanced digital piano keyboard action and sound technology, ensuring that these outstanding instruments play as beautifully as they look.

Both models incorporate Kawai’s finest Grand maestro keyboard action with extended-length, fully wooden keys and ivory & ebony touch key surfaces, while the latest SK-EX Rendering sound engine combines both multi-channel sampling and resonance modelling to reproduce the rich tonal character of the flagship Shigeru Kawai SK-EX concert grand piano with breathtaking authenticity.

This beautiful sound is delivered using amplification, and speaker technologies developed in collaboration with Japanese audio specialists Onkyo, while modern features such as a large touchscreen display and built-in Bluetooth® ensure intuitive operation and convenient connectivity with smart devices.

The premium Concert Artist experience – now available in stunning Ebony Polish.

For more information about CA78 and CA98 features and specifications, please refer to the main Concert Artist series brochure.